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Construction & Engineering

Our expertise

Case studies

Major property and infrastructure claims
often call for specialist on-site capabilities.
Our Construction & Engineering Group can
assemble a multi-skilled team to respond rapidly
and decisively, however large or complex your
loss, and wherever you are in the world. Our
specialist technical knowledge covers:

A powerful response to a plant crisis
saves client USD 20m

• Construction and
erection all risks
• Engineering

• Machinery breakdown
• Associated BI and
ALOP/DSU covers

Business benefits
McLarens has the global reach, experience and contacts to bring
together all the necessary resources when you need them most.
Put your major loss in the safe hands of our Construction &
Engineering Group for swift resolution, significant savings and
total peace of mind.

Services at your disposal
We can quickly assemble a loss-specific team
with all the expertise you need, including:
• Loss adjusters
• Surveyors
• Engineers

• Project managers
• Forensic accountants
• Forensic scientists

—
Quality is at the heart of McLarens.
Contact us today for assistance with your Construction
& Engineering claims. For more information, visit
mclarens.com/construction-engineering
800.813.mclarens and claims@mclarens.com

—

SITUATION
A major fire at an electricity generation plant
in Thailand left a 14 percent deficit in the
nation’s power capacity. The financial costs
were potentially enormous.
SCENARIO
Our adjusting team moved quickly, taking
control of the loss mitigation process and
using temporary repairs and local labour to
recover 85 percent of power within 30 days.
OUTCOME
From there, our multi-skilled on-site loss team
working with the insured in the management
of the repair project to completion, achieving
a mitigation saving of USD 20m against the
initial budget.

Ensuring the calm after the storm …
and a litigation-free settlement
SITUATION
When 72mm of rain fell in just 90 minutes
on a solar evaporation minerals extraction
facility in the Middle East, the resulting flood
damage was severe.
SCENARIO
Our loss team responded rapidly, ordering
a day-of-loss aerial survey to provide a
comprehensive overview of the loss and
the work needed. Surveyors, engineers and
forensic accountants were quickly contracted
to quantify the damage alongside their
counterparts for the insured, with as many as
30 McLarens contractors on site at one time.
OUTCOME
The result was a litigation-free settlement,
reduced by over USD 8m against the original
loss estimate.

